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Biography[ edit ] Morrow, of Irish descent, was born in but is not a native of Charming, California. He is one
of the original "First 9" members of the Sons of Anarchy Motorcycle Club , formed in , but was not a founding
member. Of the first nine, he was the youngest and one of only three who were not war veterans. He did later
go on to serve in the military, however, joining the US Army as an Airborne qualified Infantryman in and was
deployed to Vietnam until commemorated by a tattoo on his left arm and the paratrooper pin on his vest.
When he returned from service, he remained a member of the club and opened the Teller-Morrow Automotive
Repair shop with John Teller , the club President and his best friend. He suffers from osteoarthritis
degenerative arthritis in his hands, which is slowly worsening as the series progresses. Season One[ edit ]
Season One begins with the Sons of Anarchy finding their weapon storage warehouse being burned down. The
SOA rush to the scene, where local police officers are already investigating. Clay talks to Sheriff Vic Trammel
about the blaze, who claims that propane tanks inside the building blew up, and that he suspects arson due to
the bootprints inside. Trammel then shows Clay the burned corpses of the people hidden beneath the building,
who were illegal immigrants. He is due to sell guns to the gang, but as they were destroyed, he must explain
what happened at the warehouse. Laroy needs the guns to protect their heroin trade from another motorcycle
club, the Mayans , and eventually lets Clay have some more time to get more guns together for him. The Sons
of Anarchy then work out that it was the Mayans who stole the guns and destroyed the storage warehouse, and
decide to get some payback. When they arrive at the industrial storage warehouse and find the guns, three
Mayans turn up in a car outside. Clay and Tig then shoot and kill the Mayans. Jax is shot by another man, who
has a number of Nazi and White supremacist tattoos. He was a member of the Nordics , a local skinhead gang
who are allied with the Mayans, and it later emerges that his name is Whistler. Jax turns around and shoots
Whistler twice, killing him. They escape with the weapons and destroy the building using explosives.
However, he is dying from cancer and will retire at the end of the month, handing power over to his Deputy,
David Hale , who is overtly suspicious of the SOA and will almost definitely begin an investigation into the
club. As a goodwill gesture, they give the contents of the truck to the local Italian American Mafia , as their
gun delivery is late. Meanwhile, Tig comes forth and tells Clay that he has been having sex with both of the
women found at the warehouse and that his DNA is in the police database. Clay orders Tig and Bobby to get
rid of the bodies. The pair then retrieve the corpses from the police site and burn them in a furnace. Hale is
enraged when he discovers that the bodies are missing, and he threatens Clay that he will close the SOA down
for good. Clay refuses the money but insists that if they catch him, he must carry out the punishment himself.
Juice and Gemma discover that the rapist is one of the carnies and the gang capture him and bring him to
Oswald, who tries to castrate him but cannot bring himself to do it. Clay then carries the punishment out, but
wears gloves whilst doing it. Jax is unhappy that Clay did not tell him of the plan, however, and tells him to
always inform him on his future motives. Clay also travels to Indian Hills to perform the patch-over ceremony
and brings a number of SOA Washington members as protection in case the Mayans retaliate for an earlier
conflict involving Jax, Bobby and five Mayans. He is wanted by the Triads because he stole money from
them, then informed on a number of their members when he was arrested. When Clay and Jax visit Otto in
prison, he tells them that if they protect Chuck when he is released, he will inform them where the money that
he has skimmed from the Asian Triads gang is located. They agree and pick him up from prison and bring him
to the clubhouse. However, just after they steal the money and some counterfeiting plates, the Triads turn up.
Jax accepts and invites him to the clubhouse that night. This was a setup , however, to punish him for not
having his SOA tattoo removed after being disowned by the club. At the clubhouse, they tie him up and Tig
uses a blowtorch to burn off the tattoo. They then use these guns to ambush a prison convoy and free one of
their members, Frank Cison. Three police officers are killed during the assault. Meineke drops his cell phone
at the scene, and his last calls have been to Clay Morrow. When the ATF finds the phone, they arrest Clay and
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raid the clubhouse. Clay is later released because no evidence is found, meaning he can no longer be kept in
custody. Meanwhile, Jax, Piney and Opie Winston decide to kill Meineke and his gang to keep them from
snitching if they are apprehended by the authorities. They pretend to sell them more weapons. The "boxes of
guns" are actually filled with explosives, however, and the militia load their trucks with them. All of the
militia are killed when the bombs are detonated. The other was Lowell Harland, Sr. He was killed for being a "
junkie rat ". To stop the bodies from being identified, Clay, Jax and Tig break into the local morgue, prepared
to steal the bones. However, the corpses have already been identified. When Clay tells Lowell, Jr. Clay tracks
him down and eventually brings him back to town. The two Mayan soldiers are gunned down by Tig and the
shotgun-toting barman, however. Clay is taken to the local police station for questioning about the recent
shootings, by Wayne Unser. He meets with Darby first, and tells him not to retaliate because it would start a
war on the streets of Charming. It was another person, however. When Opie turns up at the clubhouse, Tig
checks his car for bugs and finds a microphone. Clay and Tig then decide to kill him. They agree that the Sons
would meet the Mayans for an arms deal and when they left, the Niners would eliminate the Mayans and take
the guns as payment. The group escapes, but a number of Mayans and Niners are killed in the shootout. Tig
attempts to kill Opie during the havoc, but finds himself unable to do so. Clay tries to phone Tig to tell him,
but Tig is not carrying his phone. Clay, Tig and Juice then meet with Vic Trammel and offer him money to
reveal the location of the witness. Trammell does not know, however, so they go to Elliot Oswald. Jax goes to
the safe house and stops the trio from killing the witness, but threatens her into leaving the state. At Church,
Jax confronts Clay and asks if he killed Donna. There, Jax and Clay stare at each other and it is plain to see
that the club is coming apart from inside. We see him giving Opie a fake story of how a Mayan MC member
killed Donna and he throws a welcome back party for Bobby. When Ethan Zobelle and the L. Season Three[
edit ] In the first episodes we see that Clay is still saddened by the loss of Abel, and is willing to help Jax at all
costs. Also, his arthritis continues to worsen. In the episode "Firinne", Clay kills McGee, member of the First
9 and President of the Belfast Chapter, for his treachery against the club by pushing him off a roof after taking
his cut. He later burns the cut after expressing remorse for the killing. When the plan is done, Clay and the
others share a laugh, much to the confusion of the ATF agents. Also in the end of the episode, as Tara is
reading the letters John Teller wrote to Maureen Ashby, Teller says he fears that Clay and Gemma will kill
him because of his betraying Gemma by having an affair and attempting to alter the clubs focus on criminal
activity, leading to much speculation that Clay and Gemma might have killed John Teller. Also, while in
prison, he set up a deal to run cocaine for the Gallindo Cartel, but this does not sit well with the other members
of the club, as SOA avoids drugs. This request is denied, as selling generates too much money for the club to
give up. Clay discusses the threat with Gemma, revealing that Clay did kill Teller. Clay later meets Unser and
obtains the letters from him, unaware that Gemma has the same plan. After Unser gets a copy of the letters, he
confronts Clay. Clay replies he does not regret doing what he did because it protected the Club and Charming.
When he visits a tied Georgie Caruso, he claims that he has connections with millionaire Japanese families.
Clay immediately sees an opportunity to make Jacob Hale believe he has investors in time. His idea is that he
will have the investors pull out at the last minute, which will put an end to Charming Heights. After retrieving
the last brick of cocaine that Juice had stolen, framing Miles for it, Clay asks Romeo for help killing Tara, to
keep the secret of the letters hidden. After discussing trust issues and differences in the cabin, Clay leaves,
only to break down the door, knocking Piney off his feet. Piney begs Clay not to get Tara involved in the
letters from JT. Clay shoots Piney in the chest with a shotgun, killing him. This makes Piney the 3rd member
of the First 9, and the 2nd and final co-founding member of the Sons of Anarchy to be killed at the hands of
Clay. Clay leaves the markings of the cartel to implicate them for the murder. He later learns that the One
Niners have been dealing with the Sonora and the Sons plan an attack using the Niners to lure them. Jax
confronts Clay when he hears from Bobby that Clay wanted Bobby, instead of Opie, as president as was the
deal. Gemma tells Clay that Tara will not reveal the letters to Jax for fear that Jax will get deeper into the club
out of guilt. After finding out that Jax and the babies are with her, Clay desperately tries to stop the hit, but is
unsuccessful and Tara has her hand broken by a car door while struggling to escape. Clay meets Romeo and
gets a refund, with Romeo taking the matter into his hands personally, and Clay reluctantly agrees that Tara is
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best dead. That night he decides to sleep in the clubhouse. Opie later finds out that Clay was behind the death
of Piney and seeks revenge, ending up shooting Clay in the torso twice. Clay survives the shooting but is
shown to be in intensive care. After reading the letters, and realizing Clay is responsible for the death of John
Teller, Jax vows to kill Clay.
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Piney the Porcupine Finally Finds a Family. Tom Westfall. 30 Jun Paperback. Try AbeBooks. Only the Rock Last
Forever. Tom Westfall. 30 Apr Paperback. Try.

Pub Date 01 Oct Description Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine called a
porcupette finds a new family after losing his mother. He wants to have an attachment to the bear family he
finds, but is afraid his "bear" mother and "bear" brother and sister will leave him too. This causes him to act
out his fears in ways that jeopardize acceptance from his adopted family. However, with the understanding
and help of Mother Bear, Porcupette finally accepts that he is truly loved and wanted despite, or maybe
because of, his differences. Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine called a
porcupette finds a new family after losing his mother. He wants to have an attachment to the bear family he
finds, but is Close Description Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine called a
porcupette finds a new family after losing his mother. Vanita Oelschlager is one of those authors. In
Porcupette Finds a Family, Oeschlager tackles the tragedy of suddenly losing a parent and going straightway
into a foster home. The story is told by little Porcupette the proper name for a baby porcupine , who gives a
first-person account of his early life with his loving porcupine mother. His mother dotes on him and teaches
him many things, but one day she leaves their home of rocks to find food, and something goes terribly wrong.
Poor Porcupette waits and waits but his mother never returns, so he wanders out into the snow and cold to
search for her. He never discovers what happened to her, but he does stumble upon a mother bear sleeping
peacefully beside her two bear cubs. Scared, hungry and tired beyond words, Porcupette walks right into their
cave, snuggles next to the cubs for warmth, and begins to drink milk from Mother Bear. To his surprise,
Mother Bear and the babies accept him, and suddenly, Porcupette has a new family. But like any child who
has been uprooted from what he knows and thrust into a new environment, Porcupette has a new fear: How
long will this new family last? And what if the entire family suddenly disappears on him, like his own mother
did? Porcupette Finds a Family is a sweet and tender peek inside the mind of a child who, like a fish out of
water, suddenly finds himself in a different home environment. The storyline is touching and exact, detailing
the many ways foster children may act out and jeopardize their welcome in their new homes as they deal with
their turbulent emotions. This book is a must-have for classrooms, churches, foster homes, and staff and
officials affiliated with any Department of Child Services agency. Vanita Oelschlager is one of those authors
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Chapter 3 : Porcupette Finds a Family by Vanita Oelschlager
Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine (called a porcupette) finds a new family after losing
his mother. He wants to have an attachment to the bear family he finds, but is afraid his "bear" mother and "bear"
brother and sister will leave him too.

Mike is the proud family man who quit jazz to be a singer. Ash does performances at an old restaurant, but is
having trouble getting used to life without her boyfriend. Johnny is a famous singer who struggles to persuade
a record label to help guide his career. Meena is part of a choir and struggles to earn the trust of her newfound
pal. Then, a gang of lowlifes band together to tear down the whole town. Now, Buster must reunite the gang,
search for new contestants, and even sing himself. Despite his bravery to go onstage, Buster is extremely
terrified about singing in front of others. But soon after Meena spots him singing by himself, he just might
gain the courage to face his fears. In the end, he performs alongside Melody and buys a mansion where he can
remain with his family. Melody is a famous popstar who loves to entertain all creatures of all ages. In the end,
Melody marries Buster and buys a mansion where she can remain with her family. Rhea Perlman singing
voice as Idina Menzel as Judith, a llama who works at a bank and a major character of the film. She secretly
dreams to be a singer. In the end, she quits her job and becomes a singer. Sid leads a whole unit of animals
who attempt to defeat Nicholas once and for all. But when Rosita discovers what her big brother plans to do,
she must use her gift to save the town. In the end, she finally finds a record label to share with Gunter and
Johnny. In the end, he finally convinces them and becomes part of a trio. When he meets Betty, Gunter tries to
earn her heart but is having some hard luck. In the end, they start dating. McPhee has been loved by many
animals which is the main reason why his brother wants to bring him down so badly. Although she loves
performing for happy fans, in a storm Ash is happy for Lance. In the end, she and Lance reunite and realize
that love is first sight unless you and her start dating him. While he performs in first class, he lets his
sweetheart fall behind. She attempts to show Buster he can face his fears. In the end, she accepts Henry and
become an unbreakable duo. Garth Jennings as Ms. He wants revenge on Eddie for choosing someone else to
be his friend. Nicholas plans to destroy Buster and his family for good. In the end, he breaks up with Becky
and admits to Ash that he was wrong to treat her so poorly and he start dating Ash. In the end, she calls in the
police to arrest Miles. She serves as the tertiary antagonist. For years, Buster has thought he was dead. But
Dave survived and has hid away for many years under the protection of Sid. She was the first to discover that
Dave still lived. Soon, Stella writes a letter to Buster which Eddie reads aloud that Dave still lives by this day.
New Cast Members Samuel L.
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Porcupette Finds a Family, is a story about how a baby porcupine (called a porcupette) finds a new family after losing
his mother. He wants to have an attachment to the bear family he finds, but is afraid his Ã¢â‚¬Å“bearÃ¢â‚¬ mother and
Ã¢â‚¬Å“bearÃ¢â‚¬ brother and sister will leave him too.

Vanita Oelschlager is a wonderful woman for writing this book. Although the book is about a porcupette
finding a new family it really is a story about adoption. The themes and issues raised by the book were loss,
fear of rejection, unrequited love and acceptance. Although these are daunting topics, the porcupette provided
a gentle way to explore them. I highly recommend purchasing this book. All the net profits will Thank you to
Netgalley for supplying me with a free copy of this book for review. I will now be writing blabbering,
lost-for-words praise for the artwork. I really wish I could write my praise more elegantly, but my eyes are
popping with joy and I am lost for words. The artwork - wow! It was so beautiful. I would love to see more
artwork by the artist, Mike Blanc. I would actually really love to buy a piece from him. Mike, seriously, you
are so talented. The only small issue I had with this book was with the paragraphing. I felt the book could have
been perfect if a few of the more meaty paragraphs were seperated. This would have added to the emotional
impact and allow the reader to digest what had just happened. What a wonderful and important book, thank
you very much to both the author and artist. She felt safe and protected. Mother had to leave daily to go out
and forage for food in order to produce that nourishing and life-giving milk for her little one. Pocupette was
told to stay put as mother did her searching for her sustenance. One day, sadly, mother did not return.
Porcupette was abandoned and she was so Porcupette, a baby porcupine spent the first part of her life cuddled
beside her mother that loved her very much. Porcupette was abandoned and she was so scared. She knew she
needed to take it upon herself to try and find her mother She searched and searched but no avail. She was so
cold and tired and hungry. In her journey she came across a mother bear tucked in a cave cozy feeding her
young cubs. Desperate and showing great bravery she crept in and starting feeding too, hoping she could blend
in and no one would notice she was there. Upon being discovered by the little family she found them very
accepting and inviting of her being a part of their family unit. Although Porcupette was very grateful she at
times tested them and tried their level of acceptance for her by hurting them with her quills and pushing them
away and being mean. She soon learned that nothing could have been farther from the truth. She was about to
experience a very valuable lesson about being nurtured and cared for unconditionally This sweet book is
indeed heartwarming and full of love and hope. Adoption can be and is a beautiful thing to embrace.
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Ronald Rood, a naturalist and childrens' book author, finds an orphaned porcupine while taking a forest walk with friends
and family. This book is his documentation of how he raised the porcupine, as well as many trials and tribulations of
raising an animal one can't easily punish (hence the title.

She finally finds a good place to have her cubs. It is a small cave above a stream that flows into the Mackenzie
in the summer; the stream is now frozen. The she-wolf settles into the cave while One Eye keeps watch at the
entrance. Hungry, he goes hunting and stays out for eight hours without any success. He returns to find a litter
of cubs, which the she-wolf is carefully guarding, for fear that One Eye will devour them. One Eye, instead,
feels a strong paternal instinct. He goes hunting again and catches a ptarmigan grouse ; he does not eat it, but
saves it for his family. Then he comes across a porcupine that has been injured by a lynx. Notes This chapter
contains an interesting description of how the she-wolf and One Eye start a family and dutifully play their
respective roles of mother and father. The she-wolf finds the right place to have her cubs, inspecting both the
inside and outside of the cave thoroughly before settling in. One Eye guards the entrance. He also goes in
search of food for himself and his family. The introduction of the female lynx is also important, for she later
plays a role in the lives of the she-wolf and White Fang. Although ravenous himself, he does not eat his first
prey, the grouse, until he has found something else, the porcupine, to take home to feed his family. The gray,
male cub is the most striking of the new wolves. This cub is also a smart creature, more inquisitive than the
others. The gray cub soon learns to distinguish between nudges that are rebukes and crushing paws that serve
to hurt. He also learns how to inflict hurt and how to avoid being hurt. He also watches as all his siblings are
lost to starvation. When his father stops visiting them, the she-wolf knows he has been killed by the lynx in a
fight. In turn, she carefully avoids the territory where the lynx is taking care of her litter of kittens, for the
she-wolf is powerless to fight her and win by herself. Notes Although unstated, the reader realizes that the
gray cub is to grow and become White Fang, the central character and protagonist of the story. His parents
sense that he is born to be a leader and nurture him over the other four cubs, who eventually starve to death.
The thoroughness of the description is quite striking, as the author explores the mind-set of the gray cub, his
inquisitive nature, his way of learning, his intelligence, and his reaction to losing his siblings and his father.
On his way to exploring the entrance to the cave, the cub learns a few things from his mother. Her sharp
nudges are meant to hurt him, and so he quickly learns to avoid hurt by not taking such risks. He is the also the
first to learn how to overpower the other cubs. Moreover, his growl is the most impressive of them all.
Chapter 6 : Results for Tom-Westfall | Book Depository
Bookman Publishing12/31/ is a publisher of children's books and young adult books. Some of the books published by
Bookman Publishing12/31/ include On Sacred Ground, By His Stripes, A Dying Art II, and The Load: An Over-the-Road
Mystery.

Chapter 7 : Porcupine Archives - Perez Hilton
Today, Leanne somehow finds time to write about everyday life at her sanctuary while caring for her goat family. She
has written the coffee table book Goats of Anarchy, and the children's books Polly and Her Duck Costume, The Goat
with Many Coats, Piney the Goat Nanny, and Angel and Her Wonderful Wheels.

Chapter 8 : Always Reading: Review: Porcupette Finds a Family
One cannot leave a tiny orphan stranded, particularly in front of a United Church choir, so the Rood family acquired the
last word in pets--Piney, the porcupine. This is a pleasant little account that missed its destiny as a magazine article
about how they nursed and fed and finally got to pet their prickly subject and how they exhibited him in.
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Find great deals on eBay for tom westfall. Shop with confidence.
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